
Finding a research question

Most of this book is devoted to problems of appraisal once a specific hypothesis

has been identified. This follows standard practice amongmethodological texts.

However, a few words on the problem of theory development are in order. How

does one go about identifying a fruitful research question and, ultimately, a

specific research hypothesis? This is the very early exploratory phase, when one

quite literally does not know what one is looking for, or at. Arguably, it is the

most crucial stage of all. Nothing of interest is likely to emanate from research

on topics that are trivial, redundant, or theoretically bland – no matter how

strong the research is from a falsificationist perspective.

Methodologists generally leave this task to the realm of metaphor – bells,

brainstorms, dreams, flashes, impregnations, light bulbs, showers, sparks, and

whatnot. The reason for this lack of attention is perhaps to be found in the fact

that beginnings are inherently unformulaic. There are few rules or criteria for

uncovering new questions or new hypotheses. Methodologists may feel that

there is nothing – nothing scientific at any rate – that they can say about this

process. Karl Popper states the matter forthrightly, as usual: “There is no such

thing as a logical method of having new ideas,” he writes. “Discovery contains

‘an irrational element,’ or a ‘creative intuition.’”17

However, saying nothing at all may be worse than saying something

unsystematic. The rest of this chapter therefore departs from the format

adopted elsewhere. What I have to offer is more in the character of a homily

than a framework. It reads like an advice column. I urge the reader to study the

tradition, begin where you are, get off your home turf, play with ideas, practice

dis-belief, observe empathically, theorize wildly, think ahead, and conduct

exploratory analyses. As a result, the chapter is ridden with shoulds and should

nots. I apologize in advance for the rather didactic tone.18

My advice is largely commonsensical and by no means comprehensive. It

cannot help but reflect my own views and experiences, though I have drawn

extensively on the writings of other scholars.19 Nonetheless, it may help to

17 Quoted in King, Keohane, and Verba (1994: 129).
18 With regard to my own bona fides, let me note that in this particular area of research (“starting out”)

I can perhaps claim special authority. Over the past two decades, I have foundmyself continually starting

afresh with new topics, some of which (perhaps inevitably) have turned out to be less enlightening than

others.
19 The literature relevant to this chapter emanates from research on the conjoined subjects of discovery,

innovation, and exploration, as well as from advice columns in newsletters and introductory textbooks.
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orient those who are setting out on their first journey, or who wish to begin

again.

Study the tradition

The question of innovativeness necessarily hinges on the tradition of work that

already exists on a subject. This is not a subjective prior; it is one established

by a field of scholars working on a topic over many years, and it should be

apparent in the published work that they have produced. (If not, the inquiry

must be carried out through personal communication with established scholars

in a field.)

Consider the state of the field on a topic. What are the frontiers of knowl-

edge? What do we – collectively, as a discipline – know, and what don’t we

know? Consider also the probable location of this frontier a decade from now,

extrapolating from current scholarly trends. What will the cutting-edge be

then? Keep in mind that the most active research frontiers are usually moving

frontiers; the tradition as it exists today may be quite different when you finish

your research. So a better question (though a more difficult one) is, what will

the cutting-edge be in a decade?

I doubt if anyone has happened upon a really interesting research topic

simply by reading a review of the extant literature. However, this is an efficient

method of determining where the state of a field lies and where it might be

headed. Be aware that because of the length of time required by the publication

process, the most recent work on a subject is usually to be found in conference

papers or papers posted on personal web sites. Nowadays, these are easy to locate

through search engines. Your first recourse might be Google rather than JSTOR.

In exposing oneself to the literature on a topic one must guard against two

common responses. The first is to worship those that have gone before; the

second is to summarily dismiss them. Respect the tradition – don’t flagellate

the forefathers. There is nothing so jejune as a reversal of hierarchies (“They’re

wrong and I’m right”). But don’t be awed by the tradition either. Try stepping

Regrettably, this literature is focused mostly on the organizational context of discovery (e.g., by social

psychologists and sociologists) and on discovery within the natural sciences, where the concept has its

counterpart in the notion of a clear “finding.” In the social sciences, where definitive findings are scarce

and cumulation more dubious, the concept of discovery carries a more ambiguous meaning. With this

caveat, the following works proved useful: Koestler (1964); Luker (2008); McGuire (1997); Mills (1959:

195–226); Oliver (1991); Root-Bernstein (1989); Snyder (2007). See also Abbott (2004); Fleck ([1935]

1979); Freedman (2008); Geddes (2003: 27–45); Hanson (1958); King, Keohane, and Verba (1994:

14–19); Kuhn ([1962] 1970); Langley et al. (1987); Most (1990); Root-Bernstein and Root-Bernstein

(1999); Useem (1997);Watson (1969). On the creative act of constructing formal models, see Cartwright

(1983); Hesse (1966); Lave and March (1975).
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outside the categories that are conventionally used to describe and explain a

subject. By this I mean not simply arguing against the common wisdom, but

also thinking up new questions, new issues, that have not been well explored.

Insofar as new theoretical paradigms are “revolutionary,” this is what they

consist of.

As you peruse the literature, be conscious of what excites you and what

bothers you. Which issues are under-explored, or badly understood? Where

do you suspect the authorities in a field are wrong? What questions have they

left unanswered? What questions do you find yourself asking when you finish

reading? Where does this line of research lead? Sometimes, typically in a

conclusion or a review article, scholars will reflect self-consciously upon the

future direction of research; this, too, can be useful.

In any case, you should not limit your eventual review of the literature to only

the most recent publications. Of interest is not only the frontier but the history

of a subject. Thus, a complementary strategy is to delve into the “classics” – the

founding texts of a field or subfield.20 This is useful (particularly if you have

never done so) because it sometimes prompts one to think about familiar

subjects in new ways, because classic works tend to be evocative (and thus

raise questions), because a different vocabulary is often employed, and because

it is a reminder that some things have, in fact, been done before. This last point

is educational in two respects: it warns us that we may be about to reinvent the

proverbial wheel and it informs us of ways that perceptions and conclusions

about a familiar subject have changed within a discipline (and within society at

large) over time. Every subject has an intellectual history and it is worthwhile

familiarizing yourself with this history, not merely to find a pithy epigraph but

also to inform your analysis of a problem.

As C. Wright Mills began his study of elites, he consulted the works of

Lasswell, Marx, Michels, Mosca, Pareto, Schumpeter, Veblen, andWeber.21 In

commenting upon this experience, Mills reports:

I find that they offer three types of statement: (a) from some, you learn directly by

restating systematically what the man says on given points or as a whole; (b) some you

accept or refute, giving reasons and arguments; (c) others you use as a source of

suggestions for your own elaborations and projects. This involves grasping a point

and then asking: How can I put this into testable shape, and how can I test it? How can

I use this as a center from which to elaborate – as a perspective from which descriptive

details emerge as relevant?

20 Snyder (2007). 21 Mills (1959: 202).
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Not every topic is blessed with such a rich heritage; but some are, and there it

is worth pausing to read, and to think.

Begin where you are

With questions of method Charles Sanders Peirce points out, “There is only

one place from which we ever can start . . . and that is from where we are.”22

The easiest and most intuitive way to undertake a new topic is to build

upon what one knows and who one is. This includes one’s skills (languages,

technical skills), connections, life experiences, and interests.23

Hopefully, a chosen topic resonates with your life in some fashion. This is

often a source of inspiration and insight, as well as the source from which

sustained commitment may be nourished and replenished over the life of a

project. C. Wright Mills writes:

You must learn to use your life experience in your intellectual work: continually to

examine and interpret it. In this sense craftsmanship is the center of yourself and you

are personally involved in every intellectual product upon which you may work. To

say that you can “have experience,”means, for one thing, that your past plays into and

affects your present, and that it defines your capacity for future experience. As a social

scientist, you have to control this rather elaborate interplay, to capture what you

experience and sort it out; only in this way can you hope to use it to guide and test

your reflection, and in the process shape yourself as an intellectual craftsman.24

Because the business of social science is to investigate the activities of people, any

personal connections we might have to such people may serve as useful points

of leverage. The hermeneutic act is eased if one can establish some personal

connection – however distant or imaginative – with the group in question.25

Sometimes, our connection with a topic is motivated more by ideas than

by personal connections. We are naturally drawn to subjects that are either

horrifying or uplifting (or both). Indeed, many research projects begin with

some notion – perhaps only dimly formulated – about what is wrong with the

world. We all have bees in our bonnets and this normative motivation may be

vital to our insight into that topic. What real-life problem, relevant to your

discipline, bothers you?26

22 Kaplan (1964: 86), paraphrasing Charles Sanders Peirce.
23 Finlay and Gough (2003); Krieger (1991); Mills (1959); Snyder (2007). 24 Mills (1959: 196).
25 Gadamer (1975) refers to this as a fusion of horizons – us and theirs (the actors we are attempting to

understand).
26 Gerring and Yesnowitz (2006); Shapiro (2005); Smith (2003).
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The desire to redress wrongs also helps to keep social science relevant to the

concerns of lay citizens. We all begin, one might say, as citizens, with everyday

(“lay”) concerns. Over time, we come to attain a degree of distance from our

subject, qua scholars. Thus, do the roles of citizen and scholar engage in dialogue

with one another (Chapter 14).

Of course, at the end of a project one must have something to say about a

topic that goes beyond assertions of right and excoriations of wrong. The topic

must be made tractable for scientific inquiry; otherwise, there is no point in

approaching it as a scientific endeavor. If one feels that the topic is too close

to the heart to reflect upon it dispassionately, then it is probably not a good

candidate for study. As a probe, ask yourself whether you would be prepared to

publish the results of a study in which your main hypothesis is proven wrong. If

you hesitate to answer this question because of normative pre-commitments you

should probably settle on another subject.

As a general rule, it is important to undertake questions that one feels are

important, but not projects in which one has especially strong moral or psy-

chological predilections for accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis.27 Thus,

one might be motivated to study the role of school vouchers because one is

concerned about the quality of education. But one probably should not under-

take a study of vouchers in order to prove that they are a good/bad thing.

Get off your home turf

While the previous section emphasized the importance of building upon one’s

personal profile (skills, connections, druthers), it is also vital for scholars to

stray from what is safe, comfortable, and familiar – their home turf.

Consider that the academy is not now, and likely never will be, a representa-

tive cross-section of humankind. At present, the denizens of social science

are disproportionately white, Anglo-European, and (still, though decreasingly)

male. They will probably always be disproportionately privileged in class back-

ground. Evidently, if members of these disciplines restrict themselves to topics

drawn from their personal experience little attention will be paid to topics

relevant to excluded groups, especially those that are less privileged.

The more important point is that advances in knowledge usually come from

transgressing familiar contexts. After all, local knowledge is already familiar to

those who live it. Whatever value might be added comes from transporting

categories, theories, and ways of thinking across contexts, in the hope that new

27 Firebaugh (2008: ch. 1).
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perspectives on the familiar will become apparent. A good ethnography, it is

sometimes said, renders the exotic familiar or the familiar exotic. The samemight

be said of social science at large. Try to think like a stranger when approaching a

topic that seems obvious (from your “home turf” perspective). Likewise, do not

be afraid to export categories from your home turf into foreign territory – not

willfully, and disregarding all evidence to the contrary, but rather as an operating

hypothesis. Sometimes, the foreign-made shoe fits.

Indeed, novel descriptive and causal inferences often arise when an extant

concept or theory is transplanted from one area to another. For example, the

concept of corporatism arose initially in the context of Catholic social theory

as an alternative to state socialism. It was later adopted by fascist regimes as a

way of legitimating their control over important economic and social actors.

More recently, it has been seen as a key to explaining the divergent trajectories

of welfare states across the OECD, and for explaining the persistence and

resilience of authoritarian rule in the developing world.28 There are endless

ways of adapting old theories to new contexts. Sometimes these transplanta-

tions are fruitful; other times, they are not.

Most important, try to maintain a conversation with different perspectives

on your subject. What would so-and-so say about X? If this does not drive you

mad, it may serve as a helpful form of triangulation on your topic.

Another sort of boundary crossing is that which occurs across disciplines,

theories, and methods. The trend of the contemporary era seems to be toward

ever greater specialization, and to be sure, specialization has its uses. It is

difficult tomaster more than one area of work, given the increasingly technical

and specialized techniques and vocabulary developed within each subfield

over the past several decades. Making a contribution to a field necessitates a

deep familiarity with that field, and this requires a concentrated focus over

many years.

Yet it is worth reflecting upon the fact that many of the works that we regard

today as path-breaking have been the product of exotic encounters across fields

and subfields. Indeed, all fields and subfields were the product of long-ago

transgressions. Someone moved outside their comfort zone, and others fol-

lowed. Note also that the social sciences are not divided up into discrete and

well-defined fields. So, try reading inside, and outside, your area of training.

Talk to people in distant fields. See how they respond when you describe your

questions, and your projected research, to them. Beware of cultivating a narrow

expertise, for this is apt to lead to work that is theoretically circumscribed or

28 Collier (1995); Schmitter (1974).
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mundane. If all academic work is theft of one sort or another, one is well advised

to steal from distant sources. Another word for this sort of theft is creativity.

Play with ideas

The literature on invention and discovery – penned by science writers, philo-

sophers of science, and by inventors themselves – is in consensus on one point.

Original discoveries are usually not the product of superior brainpower (i.e., the

ability to calculate or reason). Robert Root-Bernstein is emphatic:

Famous scientists aren’t anymore intelligent than those who aren’t famous. [Moreover,]

I’m convinced that successful ones aren’t right any more often than their colleagues,

either. I believe that the architects of science are simplymore curious, more iconoclastic,

more persistent, readier to make detours, and more willing to tackle bigger and more

fundamental problems. Most important, they possess intellectual courage, daring. They

work at the edge of their competence; their reach exceeds their grasp . . . Thus, they not

only succeed more often and out of all proportion; they also fail more often and on the

same scale. Even their failures, however, better define the limits of science than the

successes of more conventional and safe scientists, and thus the pioneers better serve

science.29

The key question, as Root-Bernstein frames it, is “How can one best survive on

the edge of ignorance?”30

One way of answering this question is suggested by Richard Hofstadter,

who describes intellectual life as a counterpoint of piety and playfulness. The

first refers to the somber and dogged search for truth. The second, which saves

the enterprise from dogmatism and which may be less obvious, is the intel-

lectual’s capacity to play:

Ideally, the pursuit of truth is said to be at the heart of the intellectual’s business,

but this credits his business too much and not quite enough. As with the pursuit of

happiness, the pursuit of truth is itself gratifying, whereas the consummation often

turns out to be elusive. Truth captured loses its glamor; truths long known and widely

believed have a way of turning false with time; easy truths are a bore, and too many of

them become half-truths. Whatever the intellectual is too certain of, if he is healthily

playful, he begins to find unsatisfactory. The meaning of his intellectual life lies not in

the possession of truth but in the quest for new uncertainties. Harold Rosenberg

summed up this side of the life of the mind supremely well when he said that the

intellectual is one who turns answers into questions.

29 Root-Bernstein (1989: 408). 30 Root-Bernstein (1989: 408).
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Echoing Hofstadter’s description, one might say that there are two distinct

moments in any research project. The first is open-ended, playful; here, a wide

variety of different ideas are generated and given a trial run. The second is

filled with zeal and piety; here, one grips tightly to a single idea in the quest to

develop it into a full-blown theory and test it against some empirical reality.

This conforms to the distinction between discovery and appraisal introduced

above.Whatever the shortcomings of this dichotomy, there is no question that

the academic endeavor requires a crucial shift of attitude at some point in the

enterprise. Since we are concerned here with the initial phase, we shall dwell

on techniques of playfulness.

Although the art of discovery cannot be taught (at least not in the way that

the technique of multiple regression can be taught), it may be helpful to think

for a moment about thinking. The act of creation is mysterious; yet there seem

to be a few persistent features. Arthur Koestler, synthesizing the work of many

writers, emphasizes that discoveries are usually “already there,” in the sense of

being present in some body of work – though perhaps not the body of work

with which it had heretofore been associated. To discover is, therefore, to

connect things that had previously been considered separate. To discover is to

think analogically:

This leads to the paradox that the more original a discovery the more obvious it seems

afterwards. The creative act is not an act of creation in the sense of the Old Testament.

It does not create something out of nothing; it uncovers, selects, re-shuffles, combines,

synthesizes already existing facts, ideas, faculties, skills. The more familiar the parts,

the more striking the new whole. Man’s knowledge of the changes of the tides and the

phases of the moon is as old as his observation that apples fall to earth in the ripeness

of time. Yet the combination of these and other equally familiar data in Newton’s

theory of gravity changed mankind’s outlook on the world.31

What frame of mind does this require? How does one think analogically? This

trick seems to have something to do with the capacity to “relinquish conscious

controls,” to block out the academic superego that inhibits new thoughts by

punishing transgressions against the tradition.32 Above all, one must feel free

to make mistakes:

Just as in the dream the codes of logical reasoning are suspended, so “thinking aside” is

a temporary liberation from the tyranny of over-precise verbal concepts, of the axioms

and prejudices engrained in the very texture of specialized ways of thought. It allows

the mind to discard the strait-jacket of habit, to shrug off apparent contradictions, to

31 Koestler (1964: 119–120). 32 Koestler (1964: 169).
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un-learn and forget – and to acquire, in exchange, a greater fluidity, versatility, and

gullibility. This rebellion against constraints which are necessary to maintain the order

and discipline of conventional thought, but an impediment to the creative leap, is

symptomatic both of the genius and the crank; what distinguishes them is the intuitive

guidance which only the former enjoys.33

It might be added that what also distinguishes the genius and the crank is that

the former has mastered the tradition of work on a subject. The genius’ liminal

moments are creative because they take place on a foundation of knowledge.

In order to forget, and thence recombine features of a problem, one must

first know.

The analogy of discovery with a dream-like trance, although it borders on

silliness, may not be far off. Koestler writes:

The dreamer constantly bisociates – innocently as it were – frames of reference which

are regarded as incompatible in the waking state; he drifts effortlessly from matrix to

matrix, without being aware of it; in his inner landscape, the bisociative techniques of

humour and discovery are reflected upside down, like trees in a pond. The most fertile

region seems to be the marshy shore, the borderland between sleep and full awaken-

ing – where the matrices of disciplined thought are already operating but have not yet

sufficiently hardened to obstruct the dreamlike fluidity of imagination.34

It has often been suggested that the mind works semi-consciously on problems

once they have been identified, and when sufficient motivation is present. At

this stage, one becomes possessed by a question.

Practice dis-belief

One cannot think without words, but sometimes one cannot think well with

them either. Sometimes, ordinary language serves to constrain thought-patterns,

reifying phenomena that are scarcely there. When we define, Edmund Burke

commented, “we seem in danger of circumscribing nature within the bounds

of our own notions.”35 Language suggests, for example, that where a referential

term exists a coherent class of entities also exists, andwhere two referential terms

exist there are two empirically differentiable classes of entities. Sometimes this

is true, and sometimes it is not. Just because we have a word for “social move-

ment” does not mean that there are actually phenomena out there that are

similar to each other and easily differentiated from other phenomena. Ditto for

“social capital,” “interest group,” and virtually every other key concept in the

33 Koestler (1964: 210). 34 Koestler (1964: 210). 35 Quoted in Robinson (1954: 6).
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social science lexicon.Words do not always carve nature at its joints. Sometimes,

they are highly arbitrary (“constructed”). A fortiori, just because we have a word

for some phenomenon does not mean that cases of this phenomenon all stem

from the same cause, or the same set of causes. It is not even clear that the

same causal factors will be relevant for all members of the so-named set of

phenomena.

The reader might respond that, surely, concepts are defined the way they are

because they are useful for some purposes. Precisely. But it follows that these

same concepts may not be useful for other purposes. And since one’s objective

at this stage of the research game is to think unconventionally, it is important

to call into question conventional language. For heuristic purposes, try assum-

ing a nominalist perspective: words are merely arbitrary lexical containers. As

an exercise, put brackets around all your key terms (“social movement”). Try

out different visions; see if any of them are persuasive. (This is a good example,

incidentally, of the differing criteria applicable to the discovery and appraisal

moments of science. A nominalist perspective on concepts is problematic when

the writer turns to the task of formalizing his or her research. Here, the usual

counsel is to avoid neologism, unless absolutely required [Chapter 6].) Another

technique for thinking anew about a subject is to consider the terms that foreign

lexicons or ancient lexicons impose upon a concept; often they will have

different connotations or suggest different distinctions among phenomena.

A parallel skepticism must be extended to numbers, which also naturalize

phenomena that may, or may not, go together in the suggested fashion. Here,

the claim is more complicated. First, the use of a number is explicitly linked to

a dimension – for example, temperature, GDP, number of auto accidents –

that is thought to be relevant in some way. Moreover, the imposition of a

numerical scale presupposes a particular type of relationship between phe-

nomena with different scores on that variable – nominal, ordinal, interval, or

ratio (Chapter 7). But is it really? More broadly, is this the dimension that

matters (for understanding the topic in question)? Or are there other dimen-

sions, perhaps less readily quantified, that provide more accurate or insightful

information?

Another sort of conventional wisdom is contained in paradigm-cases.

These are cases that, by virtue of their theoretical or everyday prominence,

help to define a phenomenon: the way Italy defines fascism; the Holocaust

defines genocide; the United States defines individualism; Sweden defines the

welfare state; and the Soviet Union (for many years) defined socialism.

Paradigm-cases exist in virtually every realm of social science inquiry. They

often provide good points of entry into a topic because they are overloaded
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with attributes; they operate in this respect like ideal-types (Chapter 6). Yet

because they anchor thinking on these topics, they are also thought-constraining.

And because they are also apt to be somewhat unusual – for example, extreme –

examples of the phenomenon in question, they may present misleading depic-

tions of that phenomenon.

With respect to words, numbers, and paradigm-cases – not to mention full-

blown theories – it is important to maintain a skeptical attitude. Perhaps they

are true and useful, perhaps only partially so, or only for certain purposes. In

order to test their utility, try adopting the Socratic guise of complete ignorance

(perhaps better labeled as thoroughgoing skepticism). Once having assumed

this pose, you are then free to pose naive questions of sources, of experts, and

of informants. It is a canny strategy and can be extraordinarily revealing –

particularly when “obvious” questions cannot be readily answered, or are

answered in unexpected ways.

Observe empathically

One technique of discovery is empathic, or (to invoke the philosophical jargon)

hermeneutic.36 Here, one employs observational techniques to enter into the

world of the actors who are engaged in some activity of interest – playing ball,

drafting a bill, murdering opponents, casting a vote, and so forth – in order to

understand their perspective on the phenomenon. Of course, this is easier when

the actors are our contemporaries and can be studied directly (i.e., ethno-

graphically). It is harder, and yet sometimes more revealing, if the actions

took place long ago or are removed from direct observation and must be

reconstructed. In any case, non-obvious perceptions require interpretation,

and this interpretation should be grounded in an assessment of how actors

may have viewed their own actions.

Consider that the process of understanding begins with an ability to re-create

or re-imagine the experiences of those actors whose ideas and behavior we wish

to make sense of. Somehow a link must be formed between our experiential

horizons and the horizons of the group we wish to study. This may involve a

form of role-playing (what would I do in situation X if I were person Y?). Some

level of sympathy with one’s subjects is probably essential for gaining insight

into a phenomenon. This may be difficult to muster if the subject is grotesque.

No one wants to empathize with Nazis. But the hermeneutic challenge remains;

some way must be found to enter into the lives and perceptions of these

36 Gadamer (1975).
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important historical actors in order to explain their actions, however strange

and repellant.

Although those who identify with the interpretivist label are not always

theoretically inclined, we may grant that many of those who identify as “theor-

ists” have at one time or another employed interpretive techniques (on the sly).

In any case, this technique need not be monopolized by a few specialist practi-

tioners (“interpretivists,” “ethnographers,” etc.). It is a game we can all play –

indeed, must play, if we are to be successful social scientists.

Theorize wildly

Rather than working single-mindedly towardOne Big Idea, youmight consider

the benefits of working simultaneously along several tracks. This way, you avoid

becoming overly committed to a single topic too early. You can also compare

different topics against one another, evaluating their strengths and weaknesses.

“Just have lots of ideas and throw away the bad ones,” advises Linus Pauling.37

At the same time, you should do your best to maintain a record of your ideas

as you go along.38 Take a look at this idea diary every so often and see which

projects you find yourself coming back to, obsessing about, inquiring about.

The objective should be to keep your mind as open as possible for as long as

possible (given the practicalities of life and scholarly deadlines). “Let your mind

become a moving prism catching light from as many angles as possible.”39

Historians of natural science identify productive moments of science with

the solving of anomalies – features of the world that do not comport comfor-

tably with existing theories.40 If these anomalies can be solved in a more than

ad hocmanner, the frontiers of knowledge are pushed forward. Perhaps even a

new “paradigm” of knowledge will be created.

One may question whether social science is ripe with theoretically tractable

anomalies. Some would say that it exists entirely of anomalies; there are no

unsolved interstices to fill, only a deep abyss of highly stochastic behavior that

is resistant to theorizing of any sort. It seems clear that most social science

fields are not – or not yet – in the realm of Kuhnian normal science. Still,

we focus our energies, quite rightly, on areas that are thought to be less well

explained. Whether these are understood as anomalies or as “areas of deeper-

than-usual ignorance” hardly matters for present purposes.

37 Quoted in Root-Bernstein (1989: 409). 38 Mills (1959: 196). 39 Mills (1959: 214).
40 Kuhn ([1962] 1970); Lakatos (1978); Laudan (1977).
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Another technique for theorizing wildly is to juxtapose things that do not

seem to fit naturally together. Theorizing often consists of dis-associating and

re-associating. One version of this is to examine a familiar terrain and think

about what it resembles. What is “X” an example of? Charles Ragin refers to this

as “casing” a subject.41 Another tactic is to examine several diverse terrains in

order to perceive similarities. (Can colonialism, federalism, and corporatism all

be conceptualized as systems of “indirect rule”?42) A third version is to examine

a familiar terrain with the aim of recognizing a new principle of organization.

Linnaeus famously suggested that animals should be classified on the basis of

their bone structures, a new principle of classification that turned out to be

extraordinarily fecund.43 In the realm of social science, scholars have provided

organizational schemes for political parties, bureaucracies, welfare states, and

other social phenomena – though few, it must be noted, have proven as fruitful

or as enduring as the Linnaean. Of course, a reorganization of knowledge by way

of classification need not be eternal or ubiquitous in order to prove useful for

certain purposes. Each re-classification may have distinct uses.

A third technique for loosening the theoretical wheels is to push a conven-

tional idea to its logical extreme. That is, consider an explanation that seems to

work for a particular event or in a particular context. (It may be your idea, or

someone else’s.) Now push that idea outward to other settings. Does it still

work? What sort of adjustments are necessary to make it work? Or consider

the logical ramifications of a theory – if it were fully implemented. What

would the theory seem to require?

Theories are tested when they are pushed to their limits, when they are tried

out in very different contexts. Root-Bernstein observes that this strategy leads, at

the very least, to an investigation of the boundaries of an idea, a useful thing to

know. Alternatively, it may help us to reformulate a theory in ways that allow

it to travel more successfully, that is, to increase its breadth. A third possibility,

perhaps the most exciting, is that it may lead to a new theory that explains the

new empirical realm.44

In theorizing wildly, it is important to keep a list of all possible explanations

that one has run across in the literature, or intuited. As part of this canvas, one

might consider some of the more general models of human behavior, for

example, individual (aka rational) choice, exchange, adaptation (aka evolution),

diffusion, and so forth.45 Sometimes, these abstract models have applications to

very specific problems that might not be immediately apparent. (Howmight the

41 Ragin (1992). 42 Gerring et al. (2011). 43 Linsley and Usinger (1959).
44 Root-Bernstein (1989: 413). 45 Lave and March (1975).
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topic of romance be understood as an exchange?As an adaptation? As a product

of diffusion?)

Once achieved, this list of possible explanations for phenomenon Y can then

be rearranged and decomposed (perhaps some propositions are subsets of

others). Recall that theoretical work often involves recombining extant expla-

nations in newways. Your list of potential explanations also comprises the set of

rival hypotheses that you will be obliged to refute, mitigate, and/or control for

(empirically) in your work. So it is important that it be as comprehensive as

possible.

In order to figure out how to correctly model complex interrelationships it is

often helpful to draw pictures. (If one is sufficiently fluent in graphic design, this

may be handled on a computer screen. For the rest of us, pencil and paper are

probably the best expedients.) Laying out ideas with boxes and arrows, or

perhaps with Venn diagrams or decision trees, allows one to illustrate potential

relationships in a more free-flowing way than is possible with prose or math.

One can “think” abstractly on paper without falling prey to the constraints of

words and numbers. It is also a highly synoptic format, allowing one to fit

an entire argument, in all (or most) of its complexity, onto a single sheet or

wallboard.

Think ahead

All elements of the research process are intimately connected. This means that

there is no such thing as a good topic if that topic is not joined to a good theory

and a workable research design. So, the choice of a “topic” turns out to be

more involved than it first appears. Of course, all the elements that make for a

successful piece of research are unlikely to fall into place at once. And yet one

is obliged to wrestle with them, even – one might say, especially – at the very

outset.

Recalling the elements of your topic – containing, let us say, a theory, a set

of phenomena, and a possible research design – it is vital to maintain a degree

of fluidity among all these parts until such time as you can convince yourself

that you have achieved the best possible fit. Beware of premature closure. At

the same time, to avoid endless cycling it may be helpful to identify that

element of your topic to which you feel most committed, that is, that which is

likely tomake the greatest contribution to scholarship. If this can be identified,

it will provide an anchor in this process of continual readjustment.

Consider the initial decision of a topic as an investment in the future. As

with any investment, the pay-off depends upon lots of things falling into place
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over subsequent years. One can never anticipate all the potential difficulties.

But the more one can “game” this process, the better the chance of a pay-off

when the research is completed. And the better the chance that the research

will be completed at all. (Really bad ideas are often difficult to bring to fruition;

the more they advance, the more obstacles they encounter.)

Although the prospect may seem daunting, one is obliged to think forward

at the “getting started” stage of research. Try to map out how your idea might

work: what sort of theory will eventuate, what sort of research design, and so

forth. If everything works out as anticipated, what will the completed thesis/

book/article look like? (This brings us to the topics entertained in the rest of

the book, that is, what are good concepts, descriptive inferences, causal

inferences, and research designs?)

An obvious question to consider is what “results” a study is likely to generate.

Regardless of the type of study undertaken there will presumably be some

encounter with the empirical world, and hence some set of findings. Will the

evidence necessary to test a theory, or generate a theory, be available? Will the

main hypothesis be borne out?

Sometimes, the failure to reject a null hypothesis means that the researcher

has very little to show for his or her research. Conventional wisdom has

prevailed. Other times, the failure to prove a hypothesis can be quite enligh-

tening.46 Sometimes, a topic is so new, or a research design so much more

compelling than others that came before, that any finding is informative. This

is ideal from the perspective of the scholar’s investment of time and energy, as

it cannot fail to pay off.

In any case, it may be helpful to inquire of those who know a subject

intimately (experts, key informants) what they think you will find if you pursue

your projected line of research. What is their best hunch? And how would they

respond to a failure to reject the null hypothesis? Would it be publishable?

Would the rejection of your null hypothesis be publishable? This is an even

more important question, and it is not always apparent to the novice researcher.

That which seems novel to you may seem less novel to those who have labored

in a field for many decades. And, by the same token, that which seems obvious

to you may be surprising to others. Thus, you are well advised to market-test

various findings. Consider how your anticipated findings might be situated

within the literature on a topic. How will they be perceived? What will be their

value-added? Will they be considered more compelling than other extant work

46 This raises the question of how one ought to define a “null” hypothesis; but let us leave this

matter in abeyance.
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on the subject? Will they stand the test of current scholarship and the test of

future scholarship (the “test of time”)?

In test-driving your idea you should also keep a close eye on yourself. See

if your oral presentation of the project changes as you explain it to friends

and colleagues. At what point do you feel most confident, or most uncertain?

When do you feel as if you are bull-shitting? These are important signals with

respect to the strengths and weaknesses of your proposal. Indeed, the process

of presenting – aside from any concrete feedback you receive –may force you

to reconsider issues that were not initially apparent.

Conduct exploratory analyses

When the time is right, consider conducting an exploratory probe. This should

be constructed so as to be as efficient as possible – requiring the least expendi-

ture of time, energy, and money. You need to get a feel for your subject, and

what the data might say; there is no pretense of drawing firm conclusions.

Sometimes, the best way to think through a proposal is to implement the idea in

a schematic fashion.

One time-honored approach is the exploratory case study, enabling one to

gainmore in-depth knowledge of one or a few cases that are thought to exemplify

key features of a topic. Here, one finds a number of (more or less well-known)

varieties.47 A typical case is one that exhibits traits that are deemed to be highly

representative of the phenomenon of interest. It may be useful as a clue to

what is going on within other similar cases. An extreme case is one that

exhibits an extreme (or rare) value on a relevant (X or Y) parameter. When

understood against the backdrop of “normal” cases (lying nearer to the

mean), an extreme case offers supreme variation on the parameter of inter-

est; this may offer insights into what is going on across the larger population.

A sample of diverse cases are those that exhibit a range of variation on one

more or the relevant (X, Y, orX/Y) parameters. With only a small set of cases,

this provides a way of exploring all the available variation that a larger

population offers. A deviant case is one that exhibits an unexpected outcome,

according to some set of background assumptions. This is commonly used

to open up new avenues of inquiry, a way of identifying anomalies. A most-

similar sample of cases have similar background characteristics, but exhibit

47 Gerring (2007: ch. 5).
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different outcomes along some parameter of theoretical interest. This allows

the researcher to generate hypotheses about the possible causes of an out-

come that varies across otherwise similar cases.48

Another exploratory approach allows one to probe a larger sample of cases in

a more superficial fashion. The researcher might begin with an existing dataset

(to which additional variables of interest can be added). Or the researcher may

try to construct his or her own “truth-table,” focusing upon a small number of

cases and variables of interest. Suppose one is attempting to determine why

some countries in sub-Saharan Africa have democratized while others have not

in the decades since independence. One would begin by coding the dependent

variable (autocracy/democracy), and proceed to add possibly relevant causal

factors – economic growth, urbanization, landlocked status, colonial history,

and so forth. Some of these factors might be binary, while others could be coded

continuously or reduced to a binary format (e.g., high/low). Some of these

factors are likely to be easy to code (“objective”), while others may involve

considerable judgment on the part of the coder (“subjective”). In any case, this

simple data-reduction technique allows one to incorporate a large number of

hypotheses and to eye-ball their fit with the evidence across a small- or

medium-sized sample.

The key point of these adventures in data exploration is to reveal new

hypotheses and to expose one’s hunches to preliminary tests, as quickly as

possible. Do not be afraid to deal in stylized facts – rough guesstimates about

the reality under consideration. More systematic testing procedures can wait

for a later stage of the process. Data exploration should be understood as a

series of plausibility probes.49

Of course, the point at which theory exploration segues into theory-testing

is never entirely clear-cut. Anymethod of exploration is also, to some degree, a

method of testing, and vice versa. The expectation, in any case, is that once a

key hypothesis has been identified it will be subjected to more stringent tests

than were employed in its discovery. The emphasis of research shifts subtly

but importantly from avoiding Type II errors (failing to reject a false null

hypothesis) to avoiding Type I errors (incorrectly rejecting a true null hypoth-

esis), as discussed.

48 These varied case-selection strategies can be implemented in qualitative (informal) or quantitative

(formalized) ways. The latter requires a large sample of potential cases and relevant data on the

parameters of interest. Statistical techniques for selecting one or a few cases from a large sample are

explored in Gerring (2007: ch. 5).
49 Eckstein (1975).
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